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a b s t r a c t
The growing complexity and size of High Performance Computing systems (HPCs) lead to
frequent job failures, which may cause significant performance degradation. In order to
provide high performance and reliable computing services, an in-depth understanding of
the characteristics of HPC job failures is essential. In this paper, we present an empirical
study on job failures of 10 public workload data sets collected from 8 large-scale HPCs all
over the world. Multiple analysis methods are applied to provide a comprehensive and in-
depth understanding of job failures. In order to facilitate design, testing and management
of HPCs, we study properties of job failures from the following four aspects: proportion in
workload and resource consumption, submission inter-arrival time, locality, and runtime.
Our analysis results show that job failure rates are significant in most HPCs, and on
average, a failed job often consumes more computational resources than a successful
job. We also observe that the submission inter-arrival time of failed jobs is better fit
by Generalized Pareto and Lognormal distributions, and the probability of failed job
submission follows a ‘‘V’’ shape: decreasing during the first 100 seconds right after the
submission of the last failed job and increasing afterward. Themajority of job failures come
froma small number of users and applications, and furthermore these users are the primary
factor related to job failures compared with these applications. We find evidence that
failed jobs’ lifetime accuracy (runtime / request time) always follows the ‘‘bathtub curve’’.
Moreover, job failures exhibit strong locality properties that can support the prediction of
failed jobs’ occurrence and runtime. Most of these findings are new contributions from the
research community, and some findings also reveal important properties of job failures that
were misunderstood or poorly understood before. The wide range of studies in this paper
can directly and thoroughly facilitate fault tolerant, scheduling, workload modeling, etc. in
HPCs, and lead to better system utility while reducing costs.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The endless demand for performance in High Performance Computing systems (HPCs), both in industry and academia,
stimulates technology evolution and size increase ofHPCs. These developments not only lead to increasingpeakperformance
of HPCs, but also result in frequent failures in HPCs. Nowadays, failures have become a normal status of distributed
systems [1,2], which could cause performance degradation or even system down. A thorough understanding of the
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characteristics of failures can better guide the design and management of HPCs, and therefore reduce the occurrence of
failures and enhance the system performance and reliability. Numerous existing studies have been carried out in system
failure analysis, such as hardware, application, network, and OS [3–8].
But unfortunately, few studies have been conducted on job failure analysis (i.e. [9,10]), which is highly required by
many research areas. For example, knowledge of the statistical characteristics of job failures can be used to improve cluster
availability by guiding resource allocation [1,11], direct the design of checkpoint strategies [12,1,13–15], generate synthetic
workloads for system testing [5], and facilitate effective fault-aware task scheduling algorithms [16].
Given such multiple needs, an in-depth understanding of properties of job failures is critical and essential for building
high performance and reliable HPCs. However, many aspects of job failures in HPCs are not well understood because of the
following two open issues: (1) data sets in existing studies are limited in scale and quantity, which weaken the universality
of analysis results, and (2) the analysis of existing studies is not thorough and comprehensive enough, and results are not
intuitional for usage. For example, the authors of [9] carried out a job failure analysis on one data set of a single HPC, and
they only focused on exploiting the temporal and spatial characteristics, as well as the cross-correlation of job failures.
Additionally, the conclusions in [9] were not obtained from a quantitative approach but by a visual observation, which
inevitably impedes the analysis depth. In [10], the authors only proposed their hypothesis that the runtime of failed jobs is
generally smaller than that of successful jobs without deeper analysis, and this hypothesis is rejected by our analysis in this
paper. Due to the needs of many research fields in HPCs and the limitations of previous works, job failure analyses should
be thoroughly carried out from multiple aspects and the results should be intuitional to facilitate the design, testing, and
management of HPCs.
In this paper, we present an empirical study of job failures on 10 large-scale HPC workload data sets to address the
universality issue. These data sets come from 8 large-scale HPCs including Clusters, Grids and MPP systems, varying from
5 months to 24 months in duration, and covering a total population of more than 4 million job entries.
In order to generatemeaningful and intuitional results, we need to clarify the properties of job failures mostly significant
by researchers in the areas of scheduling, fault tolerant, workload modeling and synthetic workload generation. We believe
the answers to the following four questions can meet the requirements of researchers whose studies are related to job
failures. Therefore in this study, our objective is to conduct in-depth and thorough analysis of large-scale data sets, and
draw intuitional conclusions (easier to be consumed by researchers), by answering the four questions as follows.
• What is the proportion of job failures in HPCs? Proportion of job failures in workload would affect fault-tolerant and
scheduling strategies in HPCs. For example, redundancy computing is commonly used in an environment with frequent
job failures, while this approach would cause high overhead in the systems where the job failure rate is low.
• Whenwill a potential failed job be submitted?Abetter knowledge of distribution of failed jobs’ submission time canmake
workload modeling and synthetic workload more realistic, and therefore right motivating the design and evolution of
HPCs.
• Which job, among all submitted jobs, would fail with high possibility? The answer to this question can obviously facilitate
fault-tolerant, such as the implementation of selective check-point.
• How long would a job run before it fails? Knowledge of the possible runtime of failed jobs can help systems to make a
decision on when and how frequently to create a checkpoint is optimal. The relation between runtime and request time
of failed jobs has an impact on the performance attained by the schedulers of the system [17–19].
Multiple statistical and analytical methods are adopted to conduct the empirical study of job failures on the four aspects
described above. In this paper, besides applying traditional visual and quantitative analysis approaches, such as sum,
arithmetic mean, rate, Cumulative Probability Function (CDF), Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, hazard rate, and scatter, we also
introduce the notions of bad user, bad application and lifetime accuracy variation index v, to study the locality and runtime
of job failures. 9 phenomena of job failures were observed, 6 out of which are either different from previous works or new
contributions in this area to the best of our knowledge.We state the causes of these phenomena in detail, and point out how
these findings can directly and thoroughly facilitate fault tolerant, scheduling, workload modeling, etc. in HPCs, and lead to
better system utility while reducing costs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the 10 data sets for analysis. Section 3 states the
studymethodology adopted in this study. Afterward we sequentially present our analyses and results of the four aspects we
discussed previously. Section 4 analyzes the quantity and computational resource consumption properties of job failures;
Section 5 presents our findings about failed jobs’ submission inter-arrival time; Section 6 analyzes the locality of job failures
that can be applied to predicting which job would most probably fail in the future; Section 7 characterizes the runtime of
failed jobs. Note that phenomena/results identified in each analysis section are highlightedwith the keyword ‘‘phenomenon’’
in bold. Section 8 compares our findings with related work and in Section 9 we conclude and discuss.
2. The data sets
The 10 data sets analyzed in this work are collected from 8 HPCs and selected from the Parallel Workload Archive
(PWA) [20] and the Grid Workload Archive (GWA) [21] according to two criteria: (1) data sets must contain available job
status records and (2) data sets should have the latest records which can represent current usage of HPCs.
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Fig. 1. Sample of workload log of CTC-96. The data fields are in the order of Job ID, SubmitTime, WaitTime, Runtime, Parallel, AverageCPUTime, Memory,
Request Parallel, Request Time, Request Memory, Status, UserID, GroupID, AppID. ‘‘−1’’ denotes unavailable records.
Table 1
Overview of the 10 data sets.
Data set Type of HPC Duration (month/year) #Processor #Jobs CPUTime (Billion) #User #App
AuverGrid Grid 01/06–01/07 475 404176 ∼8.75 407 16
Grid5000 Grid 05/04–11/06 200–1600 120195 ∼20.55 481 980
SDSC-Par MPP 12/94–12/96 400 115591 ∼18.54 98 N/A
SHARCNET Grid 12/05–01/07 6828 1195242 ∼119.47 412 752631
LLNL-Altas Cluster 11/06–06/07 9216 60332 ∼117.94 132 4660
LLNL-Thunder Cluster 01/07–06/07 4008 128662 ∼45.58 283 17005
CTC-95 Cluster 06/95–04/96 430 75944 ∼7.03 642 12597
CTC-96 Cluster 06/96–05/97 430 79302 ∼8.34 679 12315
DAS2-03 Grid 01/03–01/04 400 432987 ∼1.79 223 2469
DAS2-05 Grid 02/05–12/06 400 1124772 ∼2.16 336 9070
CPUTime: parallelism x runtime (s).
#: the number of.
N/A: not available.
Anoverviewof these 10data sets is provided in Table 1. They are collected fromdiverse types of large-scaleHPCswith var-
ious architectures (3 Clusters, 4 Grids and 1MPP system) and size (processors ranging from 400 to 9216). All these data sets
are named by their HPC names or their affiliations. CTC-95 and CTC-96 are collected from the same CTC HPC, and DAS2-03
and DAS2-05 are collected from the same DAS2 HPC, the suffix (e.g., -95 and -03) denotes the start year of the data sets.
Noticing that Grid5000 was under construction during the log time and therefore its processor number increased from
around 200 to 1600.
The durations of these data sets range from 5 to 24 months, most of which are longer than one year. It is also worth
noticing that 7 of the 10 data sets were collected after 2003. They are relatively the latest workload data sets that we can
obtain and represent the current usage of HPCs. From Table 1, it is clear that these data sets contain a huge number of
job log entries, counts more than tens of thousands of job log entries in each data set and totally exceeded 4 million. This
great number of jobs consumes massive computational resources. CPUTime consumption of each data set varies a lot due
to different system sizes, log durations, and job amount. Besides, most of the data sets contain information about users
and applications of jobs. Huge numbers of jobs in each data set were submitted by numerous HPC users, from 98 to 679.
Application numbers of these data sets vary from 16 to 752631. SDSC-Par failed to record its job application information.
Fig. 1 gives an example of the original format of job entries in PWA, and the format of GWA is similar. The attributes
of failed jobs that are studied in this paper includes inter-arrival time, Parallel, Runtime, Request Time, Status, User and
Application. Job status is denoted as successful (1), failed (0), or canceled (5). The information of User and Application is
limited to their ID, and more details (e.g. users’ inputs, operations, application name) are not available in these data sets.
Meanwhile, these data sets have failed to record information about the nodes that each job runs on. Notice that inter-arrival
time is not an original attribute from the data sets, but an attribute derived from the submit time of failed jobs.
These 10 representative data sets are all collected from active HPCs adopted by various research organizations. AuverGrid
is a production grid platform consisting of 5 clusters located geographically in the Auvergne region, France, andmostly runs
data-intensive, biomedical and high energy physics jobs. Grid5000 is a 9 site grid geographically distributed in France, which
contains a total of 15 clusters, and aims at pushing forward research on networking, middleware, parallel and distributed
programming, applications, OS, etc. SDSC-Par is an Intel Paragon machine located at the San Diego Supercomputer Center
(SDSC). SHARCNET is installed at several academic institutions in Ontario, Canada, and the workload applied on it is often
compute-intensive applications. LLNL-Atlas and LLNL-Thunder are all located at Lawrence Livermore National Lab (LLNL).
LLNL-Atlas is considered as a ‘‘capability’’ HPC,which implies that it is intended for running large parallel jobs. LLNL-Thunder
is however a ‘‘capacity’’ HPC and therefore is used to run a large number of smaller jobs. CTC is an IBM SP2 machine located
at the Cornell Theory Center, and its workload consists of serial and parallel jobs. DAS2 is a grid composed of five clusters,
located at five different universities in the Netherlands, and serves the researchers for academic purpose.
Our study is based on these 10 data sets, and our objective is to discover the inherent universality of job failures in HPCs.
All the phenomena identified and described in this paper are obtained from the most common characteristics we observed
in these data sets, rather than by simply summing up all the job entries of the 10 data sets and obtaining an average view
as in the previous work [5]. Therefore, the data sets with a high job failure rate do not bias our analysis results.
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Table 2
Statistical overviews of successful and failed jobs.
Data set Successful jobs Failed jobs
Rate (%) Mean Rate (%) Mean
# job CTsum CT Parallel Runtime (s) # job CTsum CT Parallel Runtime (s)
AuverGrid 83.15 87.77 22863 1 22863 1.23 10.22 180286 1 180286
Grid5000 75.85 38.67 10270 2.66 1617 20.71 44.00 58207 15.88 7063
SDSC-Par 98.50 88.42 113963 14.01 4212 1.50 11.58 1252342 34.52 29433
SHARCNET 16.06 26.12 174028 4.75 50262 83.94 73.88 87974 2.66 28674
LLNL-Altas 41.57 29.10 1368553 403.55 3526 38.25 50.65 2593470 363.66 5659
LLNL-Thunder 81.09 39.89 176309 38.08 1411 12.66 5.48 162685 138.61 761
CTC-95 84.20 65.47 71983 9.24 9193 15.80 34.53 348138 12.24 16904
CTC-96 78.98 59.78 79558 9.50 9580 21.02 40.22 201073 15.33 16254
DAS2-03 87.87 61.01 2870 8.49 587 1.84 12.84 28954 10.20 4870
DAS2-05 99.90 99.59 1918 4.31 365 0.10 0.41 7638 4.66 4733
#job: number of jobs.
CT: CPUTime.
3. Methodology
We analyze proportion and resource consumption characteristics of job failures in workloads in quantitative terms by
using several descriptive statistics: sum, arithmetic mean, and rate. Notice that rate is also used to indicate the occurrence
probability of job failures and describe the relation between runtime and request time of failed jobs.
We introduce Cumulative Probability Function (CDF) to analyze the distribution of failed jobs’ submission inter-arrival
time and test how well it is fit by 5 theoretical distributions in reliability theory: exponential, Weibull, Gamma, Lognormal
and Generalized Pareto distributions. We evaluate the goodness of fit by using Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) test [22], which
quantifies a distance between CDF of the theoretical distributions and the sample’s empirical CDF [23]. The K–S test result
is denoted by the ksstat value: a smaller ksstat value indicates a better fit of the empirical distribution to a theoretical
distribution.
The empirical hazard rate of submission inter-arrival time of failed jobs is also considered. It describes the probability
that a failed job would be submitted since the most recent submission of a failed job. Generally, the empirical hazard rate
function is defined as h(x) = f (x)/(1 − F(x)) [24], where f (x) is the empirical Probability Distribution Function (PDF) and
F(x) is the empirical CDF. A constant hazard rate implies that the occurrence probability of a certain type of event at a given
time point does not depend on how long it has been since the last occurrence. An increasing (or decreasing) hazard rate
indicates that the occurrence probabilities of this type of event would increase (or decrease) along with the time since the
last occurrence.
Another aspect of job failures that we are interested in is locality: whether job failures aggregate around certain factors,
such as time, user or application. Scatter plot is a visual analysis tool that can demonstrate this property. One of the most
powerful advantages of a scatter plot is its ability to show nonlinear relationships between two attributes. Furthermore, if
the data is represented by a mixture model of simple relationships, they will be visually evident as superimposed patterns.
Besides visualizing the locality of job failures, scatter plots are also used to reveal cross-correlation between users and
applications of job failures.
4. Overall analysis of job failures
In this section, we present an overall view of job failures in HPCs, by analyzing the proportion of job failures and their
computational resource consumption characteristics in 10 data sets.
4.1. Proportion of job failures
Table 2 presents a statistical overview of the successful and failed jobs of the 10 data sets. Though these data sets are
collected from different HPCs varying in architectures, sizes, user populations, andworkloads, they still share some inherent
properties of job failures. As shown in Table 2, except data set DAS2-05, whose job failure rate is 0.10% (Table 2, Column 7),
the rest of the 9 data sets exhibit significant job failure rates, varying from 1.23% to 83.94% of all submitted jobs (successful,
failed and canceled jobs) in quantity. Additionally, we quantify the CPUTime consumed by failed jobs of each workload.
CPUTime is defined as the product of a job’s parallel (number of occupied processors) multiplied by its runtime. As shown
in Table 2, failed jobs cost lots of computational resources, varying from 0.41% to 73.88% of all submitted jobs. All these
statistics demonstrate phenomenon 1: job failures are significant in an HPC workload, both in quantity and computational
resource consumption, which therefore makes job failures an un-ignorable part in an HPC workload.
The large number of job failures in HPC workload is caused by (1) hardware or network failures, (2) software problems
in the OS, middleware, or application, and (3) human issues and errors, such as insufficient job request time or wrong
inputs [9]. Being aware of the recent job failure rate of a system is helpful in HPC management. For example, a high job
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Table 3
Ksstat values of K–S test applied on 5 theoretical distributions and the 10 data sets.
Data sets Distributions
Log-normal Weibull Gamma Exponential Generalized pareto
AuverGrid 0.0316 0.0673 0.1458 0.51 0.0629
grid5000 0.2241 0.2305 0.2371 0.6204 0.1757
SDSC-Par 0.1029 0.0722 0.1404 0.5091 0.1279
SHARCNET 0.3003 0.3106 0.3265 0.67 0.3004
LLNL-Atlas 0.1908 0.1969 0.2502 0.5659 0.1411
LLNL-Thunder 0.1975 0.2409 0.3399 0.6801 0.1432
CTC-95 0.0575 0.0312 0.0921 0.2744 0.0548
CTC-96 0.078 0.0395 0.0604 0.2913 0.1058
DAS2-03 0.1173 0.1295 0.1577 0.5313 0.1113
DAS-05 0.087 0.1371 0.1967 0.7061 0.1244
Average 0.1387 0.1456 0.1947 0.5359 0.1348
failure rate indicates woeful health of a system or improper usage by humans, and reminds administrators to implement
system maintenance or adjust management policies such as adopt redundancy computing or change checkpoint intervals.
4.2. Comparison between failed and successful jobs
Intuitively, a failed job often consumes less runtime (as hypothesized in [10]) or computational resources than a
successful job, since a failed job would always fail before it comes to its expected end. However, we observed an interesting
phenomenon from Table 2 that in 8 out of 10 data sets, themean CPUTime of failed jobs is significantly (from at least 2 times
(LLNL-Altas) to as large as 11 times (SDSC-Par)) higher than that of successful jobs. Failed jobs only have a smaller mean
CPUTime than that of successful jobs in 2 data sets: the mean CPUTime of failed jobs of SHARCNET is obviously smaller than
that of successful jobs, and in LLNL-Thunder, the discrepancy of mean CPUTime between failed jobs and successful jobs is
relatively tiny. Based on the above majority situations, we can conclude phenomenon 2: a failed job usually consumes more
computational resource than a successful job on average.
Why is the mean CPUTime of failed jobs often larger than that of successful jobs? Recall from the definition of CPUTime
(Section 4.1) that two related factors, parallel and runtime, lead to this phenomenon. First, suppose that the probability of
a sub-job failure in each node is equal, therefore the more processors a job used (i.e. the more sub-jobs a job contained),
the higher probability this job may fail. Second, the runtime of failed jobs is often longer than that of successful jobs, as
opposed to common beliefs and the hypothesis given in [10]. The first assumption is proved that, as shown in Table 2, mean
parallel of failed jobs is larger than that of successful jobs in 7 out of 10 data sets. Likewise, mean runtime of failed jobs
is longer than that of successful jobs, with only two exceptions (SHARCNET and LLNL-Thunder). This evidence proves our
second assumption while rejecting the hypothesis proposed in [10]. One possible explanation for a long mean runtime of
failed jobs is that a large number of failed jobs are killed by the system when they run up to their request time (further
studied in Section 7).
5. Submission characteristics of failed jobs
In this section, we discuss submission characteristics of failed jobs. In other words, we want to know: when will a failed
job probably be submitted to a HPC system?
5.1. Distributions of failed jobs’ submission inter-arrival time
Poisson process is generally considered as a proper model to describe random event occurrences bymost of the previous
theories of classical individual human actions [25–27]. Probability distribution of the waiting time until the next occurrence
of the Poisson process is an exponential distribution. In the failure analysis, Weibull distribution is often adopted to model
inter-arrival time of failures [3,28,5,6,11]. In our work, we test whether submission inter-arrival time of failed jobs is still
well modeled by exponential or Weibull distributions, by using K–S test [22] and visual CDF plots.
Table 3 lists the ksstat values of 5 theoretical distributions fitted on each data set. The smallest ksstat value of candidate
distributions fit submission inter-arrival time of failed jobs in each data set is highlighted in bold, and the sub-smallest value
is in italic.
As shown in Table 3, the smallest ksstat values appear in Lognormal, Weibull and Generalized Pareto distributions, while
exponential and Gamma distributions fit poorly. This result indicates that the submission inter-arrival time of failed jobs
does not follow exponential distribution (Poisson process). Additionally, Weibull distribution achieves 3 smallest ksstat
values (SDSC-Par, CTC-95 and CTC-96) and 0 sub-smallest ksstat values. It is worth noticing that these three data sets are
the oldest ones in all the data sets (Table 1). But in current HPCs, the submission inter-arrival time of failed jobs no longer fits
toWeibull distribution. In Table 3, Generalized Pareto distribution achieves 4 smallest and 4 sub-smallest ksstat values, and
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(a) AuverGrid. (b) LLNL-Thunder.
Fig. 2. CDF of submission inter-arrival time of failed jobs.
Lognormal has 3 smallest and 6 sub-smallest ksstat values in the latest HPCs’ workload data sets. Moreover, considering the
average ksstat values of these five distributions, theWeibull distribution is larger than theGeneralized Pareto and Lognormal
distributions.
Due to the space limitation, Fig. 2 graphically demonstrates the CDF of 2 data sets, respectively, fitted by 5 theoretical
distributions. In these two samples, Generalized Pareto and Lognormal distribution fit the data sets best. Based on these
analyses, we can conclude phenomenon 3: submission inter-arrival time of failed jobs in HPCs fits Generalized Pareto and
Lognormal distributions better than Weibull distribution and Poisson process.
This observation is quite useful and important in workload modeling and synthetic workload generation. The precise
workload model and synthetic workload close to reality are greatly helpful for the design and evaluation of a system, for
they can enable a system to meet the needs of real users and their behaviors properly. On the contrary, improper workload
model might mislead the design direction, and result in the poor performance of a system in the real production.
5.2. Hazard rates of failed jobs
It is often thought that if certain events happen frequently, the occurrence probabilities of the next appearance of this
type of event would increase as time goes on since their last appearance, while some previous studies about system failures
of hardware, like disks, nodes, etc., reported either decreased hazard rate (decrease possibility of failure appearance as time
goes on since last one) [3,28,5,6,11], or flat hazard rate (failures happen independent of the time since last appearance) [8].
So how is the situation in job failures?
We also use hazard rate to explore the empirical properties of failed jobs’ submission inter-arrival time. Fig. 3 illustrates
the variation of hazard rate of the submission inter-arrival time of failed jobs of the 10 data sets. It is interesting that, unlike
human beings’ common sense and previous observations of system failures, the hazard rate of failed jobs’ submission inter-
arrival time of these data sets demonstrate a unique ‘‘V’’ shape: decreasing during the first 100 s, then significantly increasing
along with the time passing by. The fluctuation of the hazard rate during the first 100 s in LLNL-Altas (Fig. 3(c)) and LLNL-
Thunder (Fig. 3(h)) was amplified by the log scale of x-axis in Fig. 3. Actually, the hazard rate of LLNL-Altas rises during the
first 10 s and then keeps decreasing until 100 s; for LLNL-Thunder, the decreasing phases of the hazard rate (11 s–24 s and
51 s–100 s) totally occupies 65% of the first 100 s. This type of hazard rate reveals phenomenon 4: the hazard rate of failed
jobs’ submission inter-arrival time maintains a ‘‘V’’ shape, with the lowest point around 100 s.
This phenomenon indicates that the probability of the next failed job submission would decrease along with the time
in the following 100 s right after the submission of the last failed job, and then increase afterward. In other words, failed
jobs are either often submitted continuously within short intervals, or dispersed widely. There is one possible reason for
continuous submission of potential failed jobs. HPC users often submit jobs in batches (e.g., to perform parameter sweeps),
and these batch submissions most likely happen with an interval of less than ten seconds [29]. Therefore, batch submitted
jobs would suffer from the same inherent problems and fail one by one, which therefore result in the first peak of ‘‘V’’ shape
hazard rate of failed jobs’ submission inter-arrival time.
6. Locality of job failure
Existing works of failure analysis often miss the study of probing to inherent common characteristics of failures, which
could be used to identify a potential failure in the system. Knowing about potential failed jobs can greatly assist fault-tolerant
mechanisms in HPCs. So, in this section, we answer this question: which job will fail with a high possibility in the future?
Based on statistical analysis of the impacts of different factors on job failures, we can find inherent common characteristics
shared by failed jobs and fix the key factor (Section 6.1). Then, we further study the locality properties of job failures that are
related to this key factor (Section 6.2). These properties can be used to identify a potential failed jobwith the high possibility.
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Fig. 3. Hazard rate of failed jobs’ submission inter-arrival time of the 10 data sets.
Fig. 4. Top 10 failed job submitters. Black bar is the failed job rate of each user, defined as the failed job number of a user divided by the total failed job
number of each data set. White bar is the total job rate of each user, defined as the total job number of a user divided by the total job number of each data
set.
6.1. Impacts of different factors on job failures
As discussed before (Section 4.1), job failures in HPCs could be caused by: (1) hardware and network problems of
nodes; (2) software (e.g., applications) errors; (3) errors caused by users (e.g., on job operation or configuration) [9]. But
unfortunately, recall from Section 2 that none of the 10 data sets contain information about jobs’ running nodes, and the
information of jobs’ users and applications is limited to their IDs. Therefore, in this part of work, we compare the impacts of
users and applications on job failures and reveal which of them is the key factor based on statistical analysis.
Fig. 4 demonstrates the top 10 users who submitted most of the failed jobs of the 10 data sets. User population of these
data sets ranges from 98 to 679 (Table 1). Except for the two CTC data sets, the top 10 failed job submitters (users) submitted
more than 60% of the total failed jobs in each data set. Even for the two CTC data sets, the top 10 failed job submitters (out of
more than 600 users) contributedmore than 20% of job failures. Moreover, we also compare failed job ratewith total job rate
of each user in Fig. 4, and we find that for most of the data sets, except SHARCNET(Fig. 4(d)), most of the failed job rates of
the major failed job submitters are not proportional to their total job rates. Actually, the failed job rates of the major failed
job submitters are mostly higher than their total job rates.
Information about the corresponding applications of jobs is not available in SDSC-Par. Therefore, the top 10 applications
that related to themost job failures of the rest 9 data sets are shown in Fig. 5. It is clear fromFig. 5 that in AuverGrid, Grid5000,
LLNL-Altas, LLNL-Thunder and DAS2-05, more than 60% of failed jobs ran on the top 10 applications in each data set. Even in
SHARCNET, CTC-95, CTC-96 and DAS2-03, the top 10 applications (0.001%, 0.08%, 0.08% and 0.4% of all applications in each
data set, respectively (Table 1)) are related to more than 7.5% of the failed jobs in each data set. Meanwhile, as shown in
Fig. 5, most of the major applications’ failed job rates are higher than their total job rates.
From these statistical results demonstrated in Figs. 4 and 5, we can conclude phenomenon 5: the majority of job failures
in HPCs are related to a small number of users and applications, and the failed job rate of a user or an application is always
not proportional to its total job rate.
A job may fail because of users’ carelessly wrong inputs or operations, or because the applications contain bugs or they
are too complex for users to configure and operate. What we are concerned about is which is the major factor, user or
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Fig. 5. Top 10 applications that correspond to most failed jobs. Black bar is the failed job rate of each application, defined as the failed job number of an
application divided by the total failed job number of each data set. White bar is the total job rate of each application, defined as the total job number that
runs on an application divided by total job number of each data set.
Fig. 6. Scatter demonstration of job failure locality of user against application in LLNL-Altas data set. X and Y axes of the scatter are User ID and Application
ID, respectively. Plus sign (+) represents successful jobs and cross sign (×) represents failed jobs.
Table 4
Bad user and bad application statistics.
Data set Population Job failure rate
BU/FU BA/FA BU (%) BA (%)
AuverGrid 1/405 0/16 0.2 0
Grid5000 107/481 18/980 63.27 61.52
SHARCNET 246/412 13/104802 98.32 0.58
LLNL-Altas 27/132 7/4660 48.38 2.62
LLNL-Thunder 15/283 6/17005 3.52 1.55
CTC-95 80/642 27/12597 36.70 8.61
CTC-96 102/679 25/12315 34.73 9.35
DAS2-03 12/102 3/2469 8.14 1.06
DAS2-05 0/333 0/9070 0 0
BU: bad user; FU: user who experiences job failure; BA: bad application; FA: application which experiences job failure. Job Failure Rate is the percentage
of job failures belonging to BUs/BAs in all job failures.
application? Due to space limitations, Fig. 6 only illustrates the scatter of user against application of jobs in LLNL-Altas data
set, but the same situation also exists in other data sets. It is clear from Fig. 6 that the vertical striated pattern of failed jobs
is much more significant than the horizontal striated pattern, which means that many users experienced job failures on
various applications, and only a few applications troubled the jobs of numerous users.
In order to quantify the impacts of user and application on job failures, we introduce notions of bad user and bad
application. Bad user is defined as a user who uses five or more applications and experiences job failures on half or more
of the applications; bad application is defined as an application that has five or more users and half or more of these users
have experienced failures on this application. Then, we compare the population and the rate of job failures of bad user and
bad application, which is defined as the number of failed jobs of all bad users (or bad applications) divided by the number of
all failed jobs in each data set. The statistical results are shown in Table 4. Notice that SDSC-Par has no information about
their jobs’ application, so it is not shown in Table 4. In most of the data sets, the population and proportion of bad users
are significantly larger than bad applications, as well as the rate of job failures of bad users is also much greater than bad
applications. By considering their population and corresponding rate of job failures, bad users impact job failures more than
bad application do. The only exception is DAS2-05, which does not have any bad users or bad applications. In sum, based
on our statistical results, we can conclude phenomenon 6: in HPCs, users are the primary factor that relate to job failures
compared with applications.
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Fig. 7. Scatter plot of user against submission time of failed jobs, AuverGrid.
Fig. 8. Statistics of occurrence probability of successive failed job submissions. X-axis indicates the number of successive submissions of failed jobs by the
same user, and Y -axis is the occurrence probability.
Knowing about the inherent characteristics shared by failed job, especially pointing out the key factor of job failures, can
further enable us to study the locality properties of job failures, and therefore to predict which job would fail in the future,
as stated in the following section.
6.2. Locality of job failures on users
As discussed above, users should be mainly responsible for job failures, and the majority of job failures come from a
small number of users. How can we exploit the value of these findings (phenomena 5 and 6) and facilitate the prediction of
a potential failed job? In order to answer this question, we further explore whether a user would frequently submit failed
jobs in a short period and even successively, which is similar to the principle of temporal locality in cache: the data of certain
addresses accessed recently is likely to be accessed in the near future.
Fig. 7 plots users against the submission time of failed jobs in AuverGrid.We can observe that the intensive submission of
failed jobs occurs in short periods. But, this kind of intuitive approach is not convincing in lack of statistic data. The degree of
locality phenomenon of the same user should be precisely quantified so that other researchers can benefit from the results.
Therefore, in this paper we also analyze the occurrence probability of successive failed jobs submitted by the same user, as
shown in Fig. 8. We can see from Fig. 8 that the probabilities of two successive submissions of failed jobs by the same user
are significant and higher than 80% in 4 data sets: SHARCNET, Grid5000, CTC-96 and LLNL-Altas. In other words, if a user’s
job is failed, the probability of his next job fails again would be more than 80% in these data sets. Even in the other 6 data
sets, the probabilities of two successive submissions of failed jobs by the same user still remain at a relatively high level,
varying from 40% to 60%. These statistical results expose phenomenon 7: submission of failed jobs exhibits strong locality
properties that failed jobs are always submitted successively by the same user.
Obviously, this finding is useful in workload modeling and realistic synthetic workload generation. Especially, the more
exciting application of this phenomenon is to enable job failure prediction. If a job failed, the next job submitted by the
same user would have a high possibility of failing. This prediction can greatly facilitate proactive fault-tolerant approaches
in HPCs, such as facilitating the implementation of selective check-points, which only implements check-points on jobs that
are most probable to fail, and therefore saves lots of bandwidth and promotes performance.
7. Runtime of failed jobs
Modeling the runtime of jobs, including failed jobs, is an essential step in workload modeling. Meanwhile, the length
of a failed job’s runtime impacts fault tolerant strategies, such as checkpoint methods. Never-the-less, in backfilling
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Fig. 9. Histograms of the number of failed jobs distributed at different lifetime accuracies. X-axis is the lifetime accuracy, and Y -axis indicates the number
of failed jobs at different lifetime accuracies.
Fig. 10. Locality of failed jobs’ lifetime accuracy of 4 users in AuverGrid.
[30,31,17,18], which is themost commonly used scheduling technique, users are required to determine a request timewhen
they submit their jobs, and the relation between the failed job’s runtime and its request time influences the performance
attained by the scheduler [17,18]. Motivated by such requirements, we analyze the runtime of failed jobs in this section.
Similar to [10], we define lifetime accuracy a of a failed job as the failed job’s runtime Trun divided by its request time
Trequest(a = Trun/Trequest). Notice that the request time is given by users when they do this job. In most cases, the runtime of
a job cannot exceed its request time and a varies from 0% to 100%, except for those jobs with superior priority. Fig. 9 shows
the distribution of lifetime accuracyof failed jobs of 7 data sets. We ‘‘bucket’’ the failed jobs lifetime accuracy by intervals of
1%, and then count the number of failed jobs falling into each ‘‘bucket’’. CTC-95, SDSC-Par and SHARCNET failed to record
information about the request time of jobs and therefore they are not analyzed and not shown in Fig. 9.
As shown in Fig. 9, 6 data sets (except DAS2-05) have two peaks, and in most of these data sets the peaks appear near
the lifetime accuracy 0% and 100%, with the only exception of AuverGrid, whose first peak is around lifetime accuracy 60%.
This type of lifetime accuracy distribution is like a ‘‘bathtub curve’’. Failed jobs’ lifetime accuracy in DAS2-05 does not follow
‘‘bathtub curve’’ precisely, but it shows a similar tendency: there still exist two obvious peaks around lifetime accuracy 0%
and 60%–100%. Based on this finding, we conclude phenomenon 8: lifetime accuracy of failed jobs always follows ‘‘bathtub
curve’’ in HPCs workloads.
This kind of lifetime accuracy distribution, like a ‘‘bathtub curve’’, is reasonable and can be explained. In fact, many
job failures happen at the beginning of a job’s lifetime when a job is trying to set its execution environment [10]. This
stage always raises job failures due to human faults, such as a misspelling filename, incorrect input parameters, or wrong
execution environment configurations. If a job successfully passes this dangerous start step, it would usually keep running
up to its allotted request time and then be forced to terminate. This is why there exists a peak around 100% of a. This kind of
distribution of lifetime accuracy can be used to explain phenomenon 2we observed in Section 4.2: themean runtime of failed
jobs is larger than successful jobs. Because successful jobs are finished within the request time limit, but a significant part of
failed jobs keeps running to their request time. This large number of ‘‘long’’ failed jobs results in a longer mean runtime of
failed jobs than successful jobs. Besides the straight forward application of the knowledge of this phenomenon in workload
modeling, it is also useful in parallel job scheduling. In [19], every newly submitted job is given a ‘‘test run’’ with a short time
to reduce the slowdown of short jobs, as well as quickly expose a job failure so that users can havemore time tomodify their
submissions. The success of this method partly relies on this ‘‘bathtub curve’’ phenomenon of failed jobs’ lifetime accuracy.
We also consider the locality property of failed jobs’ lifetime accuracy. We find that failed jobs submitted by the same
user successively always have approximate lifetime accuracy. As shown in Fig. 10, successive failed jobs of the same user
in AuverGrid have close lifetime accuracy. For example, the failed jobs’ lifetime accuracy of the user with the ID U1013S0
is always around 65%, even when the time between two submissions is larger than 106 seconds. To quantify the level of
locality of failed jobs’ lifetime accuracy, we also define lifetime accuracyvariation index v in formula (1) to specify the average
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Table 5
Lifetime accuracy variation index of
7 data sets.








variation of lifetime accuracy between successive failed jobs from the same user, where ai,j denotes the lifetime accuracy of
jth failed job from user i, pi is the number of failed jobs of ith user, and n is the number of users who submit failed jobs. Note
that ai,0 is set to be zero by default. The smaller value v is, the more approximate the lifetime accuracy of two successive jobs










The lifetime accuracy variation index v of the 7 data sets in Fig. 9 is shown in Table 5. Most of the data sets achieve
small v (below 15%), which indicates phenomenon 9: failed jobs’ lifetime accuracy of the same user exhibits a strong locality
property in most HPC workloads. That is, successive failed jobs of the same user always have approximate lifetime accuracy.
This property can be used to predict failed jobs’ runtime based on their known request time, and further help systems to
make decision on when and how frequent to create a checkpoint is optimal. Also, the relation between runtime and request
time of failed jobs has an impact on the performance attained by the schedulers of the system [17–19], and prediction can
enable more proper schedule decisions.
8. Comparison with related work
There exists few works that study job failures in HPCs. Li et al. [9] analyzed job failures of one large-scale Grid in three
selected periods and the results show that the overall job failure rate is quite significant, ranging from 25% to 33% by
concentrating to a small number of virtual organizations (VOs) and computing elements. They found that submission inter-
arrival time of failed jobs is bursting, and failed jobs’ runtime shows strong autocorrelations. Moreover, the importance
of the job failure analysis on Grid resource brokers is emphasized and several failure-aware scheduling strategies are also
proposed based on their statistical model.
Cirne et al. [10] analyzed workload logs of four IBM SP2 HPCs and proposed a comprehensive workload model. Strong
correlations between short runtime and poor lifetime accuracy are identified in this work. The authors also proposed their
hypothesis that failed jobs always have poorer lifetime accuracy than successful jobs.
Besides above two papers, which study job failures in distributed systems, other related works [3,28,32,5,6,11,8,33]
mainly focus on analyzing system failures about hardware, application, network, and OS, etc. Schroeder and Gibson studied
failures of systems and nodes in large-scale HPCs [5]. They found that hardware and software are two largest contributors to
system failures, and failure rate is roughly proportional to the processor number of a system. They also observed that inter-
arrival time of failures is well modeled by Weibull distribution and exhibits a decreasing hazard rate. Their recent work [3]
helps shed light into the statistical properties of disk failures in large cluster systems. This study rejects the hypothesis
that inter-arrival time of disk failures follows an exponential distribution. Javadi et al. [33] found that about 34% of hosts’
availability is a random process, and that these hosts can often be modeled with a few distinct distributions.
To facilitate the research related to failures in HPCs, Failure Trace Archive (FTA) [34] published a repository of failure
traces taken from diverse parallel and distributed systems. Kondo et al. [35] analyze the failure of nine distributed systems
with statistics and models, and found that Weibull and Gamma are often the best candidates for system availability and
unavailability distributions.
To the best of our knowledge, our study has a great number of different findings, compared with existing works. Table 6
gives an overview of the comparison of our findings with some commonly cited literature studies. 6 out of 9 phenomena are
either different from these related works or proposed first time in our work, while the rest of 3 phenomena we observed in
this work are similar to the findings of some the related work.
Phenomena 2–4 are different from much of the existing works. The work in [10] assumes that failed jobs always have a
shorter runtime than successful jobs; however, our findings reject this hypothesis. Classical individual human action theories
always adopt the Poisson process (exponential distribution) to describe random event occurrence [25–27], while inter-
arrival time of distributed system failures is reported to fit the Weibull distribution in [3,28,5,6,11] best. But, we find that
Generalized Pareto and Lognormal distribution are better fit to model submission inter-arrival time of failed jobs. Several
works look at the hazard rate of failures, but come to different results. In [3,28,5,6,11] decreasing hazard rates are observed,
while in [8] the hazard rate is identified as flat.
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Table 6
Overview of comparison of our findings with previous work.
9 phenomena identified in our study Similar Different
1 Job failures are significant in HPC workload [9,32] N/A
2 A failed job often consumes more computational resources than a successful job on average N/A [10]




4 Hazard rate of submission inter-arrival time of failed jobs follows a ‘‘V’’ shape: decreasing
in the first 100 s, and then increasing afterward.
[32] [3,28,5,6,11,8]
5 Majority of job failures come from small number of users and applications [9] N/A
6 Users are the primary factor that related to job failure compared with application N/A N/A
7 Failed jobs are always submitted successively by the same user, exhibit strong locality
properties
N/A N/A
8 Lifetime accuracy of failed jobs follows ‘‘bathtub curve’’ N/A N/A
9 Successive failed jobs of the same user always have approximate lifetime accuracy N/A N/A
Phenomena 6–9 are newly reported in the field of job failure analysis. In [36], locality of parallel system workloads is
analyzed, and the author of this paper also proposed metrics and a model to quantify and model the inherent properties of
HPCworkloads. Someworks [9,37] carry out research on the locality of failures and find that failuresmostly concentrate into
certain nodes. We study the locality of job failures from a new perspective (user and application) and report phenomena 6
and 7. The work in [10] analyzes the relation between execution time and requested time of jobs. We introduce the same
analysis method of [10] in our study and obtain our new findings about job failures in phenomena 8 and 9.
Phenomena 1, 4, 5 are similar to the findings of few existing works. The work in [9] reports similar findings as our
phenomena 1 and 5. Though the work in [32] gives similar findings as phenomena 1 and 4, its conclusion was however
derived from system failures instead of job failures.
9. Conclusion and discussion
The importance of failure analysis in large-scale distributed systems, including HPCs, has beenwidely recognized. Lots of
existing works focused on system failures, such as hardware, network, OS and application failures, while job failure analysis
in HPCs is still an area with few studies. To the best of our knowledge, there rarely exists a comprehensive study of job
failures and many aspects of job failures in HPCs are not well understood, because both the scale and quantity of data
sets under the analyses of existing related work are limited (e.g., only one data set is used) and the existing works do not
provide a thorough and comprehensive analysis of job failures. Our analysis is based on 10 large-scale HPC data sets, and the
analysis covers four important aspects of job failures: proportion in workload and resource consumption, characteristics of
submission inter-arrival time, locality, and runtime. We summarize our major findings corresponding to the four aspects as
follows.
(1) Job failures are a significant part of HPCworkload, both in quantity and computational resource consumption; and failed
jobs often consume more computational resources than successful jobs on average.
(2) Submission inter-arrival time of failed jobs is better fitted by Generalized Pareto and Lognormal distribution, rather than
the Poisson process (exponential distribution) or Weibull distribution identified in existing works [25–27,3,28,5,6,11].
Meanwhile, new failed jobs are often submitted right after their last submission, and the probability of the submission
of the next failed job always follows a ‘‘V’’ shape: decreasing during the first 100 s and increasing afterward.
(3) The majority of job failures are from a small number of users and applications. But, the quantity of job failures of a user
or an application is always not proportional to the number of all the jobs of this user or application. Compared with
applications, users are the primary contributors of job failures. Additionally, submission of failed jobs exhibits strong
locality properties. If a user submits a failed job, the following jobs submitted by the same user have a great possibility
to fail again.
(4) Lifetime accuracy of failed jobs follows ‘‘bathtub curve’’ in most of the HPCs’ workloads. It also exhibit strong locality
property that failed jobs submitted successively by the same user always have approximate lifetime accuracy.
We believe our analysis is in-depth and comprehensive, and these phenomena about job failures are very useful to
facilitate the design, testing and management of HPCs. First, all these findings are essential in workload modeling and
synthetic workload generation, which motivates the system design and serves system evaluation; second, the knowledge
of job failures’ rate, resource consumption properties, locality and runtime characteristics can obviously help fault-tolerant
strategies to enhance the performance, stability and reliability of HPCs while reducing costs; third, the locality properties of
failed jobs can be used to predict the occurrence and runtime of failed jobs, and facilitate job schedulers which consider job
failures, such as [17–19], to achieve better system utility.
A lot of work is still expected to be done in job failure analysis. System monitor data about hardware, network, OS,
application and user operation and inputs, together with job failure data, can enable researchers to know more about
the inherent characteristics of job failures. However, unfortunately, system administrators do not commonly provide both
system and workload information at the same time. The lack of either piece of information hinders research in this area.
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Therefore, we call here the publication, collection and distribution of both pieces of information from HPC administrators,
both in academic and industry, to stimulate and promote research in this area.
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